Throne of the Fallen by Kerri Maniscalco
The Prince of Envy has never claimed to be a Saint. But when a cryptic note arrives, signaling the beginning of a deadly game, he knows it will take more than a hint of sin to win and save his falling demon court. Riddles, hexed objects, anonymous players, nothing will stand in his way, though none of his meticulous plans prepare him for her, the frustrating artist who ignites his sin like no other. To avoid a ruinous scandal from blackmail, Camilla is forced to enter a devil's bargain with Envy, little expecting his game will awaken her true nature.

Murtagh (The Inheritance Cycle Book 5) by Christopher Paolini
The world is no longer safe for the Dragon Rider Murtagh and his dragon, Thorn. An evil king has been toppled, and they are left to face the consequences of the reign of terror. Murtagh senses that something wicked lurks in the shadows of Alagaësia. So begins an epic journey into lands both familiar and untraveled, where Murtagh and Thorn must use every weapon in their arsenal to find and outwit a mysterious witch (who is much more than she seems).

A Study in Drowning by Ava Reid
Effy Sayre has always believed in fairy tales. Haunted by visions of the Fairy King since childhood, she's had no choice. Her tattered copy of Angharad—Emrys Myrddin's epic about a mortal girl who falls in love with the Fairy King, then destroys him—is the only thing keeping her afloat. So when Myrddin's family announces a contest to redesign the late author’s estate, Effy feels certain it's her destiny. But musty, decrepit Hiraeth Manor is an impossible task, and its residents are far from welcoming. Including Preston Héloury, a stodgy young literature scholar determined to expose Myrddin as a fraud. As the two rivals piece together clues about Myrddin's legacy, dark forces, both mortal and magical, conspire against them—and the truth may bring them both to ruin.

Powerless by Lauren Roberts
The powers these Elites have possessed for decades were gracially gifted to them by the Plague, though not all were fortunate enough to both survive the sickness and reap the reward. Those born Ordinary are just that—ordinary. And when the king decreed that all Ordinaries be banished in order to preserve his Elite society, lacking an ability suddenly became a crime—making Paedyn Gray a felon by fate and a thief by necessity.

Divine Rivals by Rebecca Ross
After centuries of sleep, the gods are warring again. But eighteen-year-old Iris Winnow just wants to hold her family together. Her mother is suffering from addiction and her brother is missing from the front lines. Her best bet is to win the columnist promotion at the Oath Gazette. To combat her worries, Iris writes letters to her brother and slips them beneath her wardrobe door, where they vanish—into the hands of Roman Kitt, her cold and handsome rival at the paper. When he anonymously writes Iris back, the two of them forge a connection that will follow Iris all the way to the front lines of battle: for her brother, the fate of mankind, and love.

Song of Silver, Flame Like Night by Amélie Wen Zhao
Lan spends her nights as a song girl in Haak’gong, and her days scavenging for what she can find of the past. Anything to understand the strange mark burned into her arm by her mother in her last act before she died. The mark is mysterious—an untranslatable Hin character—and no one but Lan can see it. Until the night a boy appears at her teahouse and saves her life. Zen is a practitioner—one of the fabled magicians of the Last Kingdom—and he recognizes what she is: a practitioner with a powerful ability hidden in the mark on her arm.
**The Ruined (The Beautiful Book 4) by Renee Ahdieh**
Now that the unsteady truce between the Sylvan Vale and the Sylvan Wyld has been broken, lines must be drawn. In an effort to protect the weakened Winter Court, Bastien rallies powerful allies and friends in New Orleans to come to their aid. Meanwhile, Celine of the Summer Court is uncertain of whom to trust. When she realizes war between the fey courts is imminent, she journeys with Ali in an effort to find the time traveling mirror and change their fate.

**Foul Heart Huntsman (Foul Lady Fortune Book 2) by Chloe Gong**
Winter is drawing thick in 1932 Shanghai, as is the threat of a Japanese invasion. Rosalind Lang has suffered the worst possible fate for a national spy: she’s been exposed. With the media storm camped outside her apartment, she’s barely left her bedroom in weeks; plotting her next course of action after Orion was taken and his memories of Rosalind wiped.

**House of Marionne by J. Elle**
17 year-old Quell has lived her entire life on the run. She and her mother have fled from city to city, in order to hide the deadly magic that flows through Quell’s veins. Until an assassin discovers her dark secret, and she reluctantly joins a debutante society of magical social elites called the Order in hopes to secretly bury her forbidden magic forever.

**Immortal Longings by Chloe Gong**
Every year, thousands in the kingdom of Talin will flock to its capital twin cities, San-Er, where the palace hosts a set of games. For those confident enough in their ability to jump between bodies, competitors across San-Er fight to the death to win unimaginable riches.

**A Curse for True Love (Once Upon a Broken Heart Book 3) by Stephanie Garber**
Evangeline Fox ventured to the Magnificent North in search of her happy ending, and it seems as if she has it. She’s married to a handsome prince and lives in a legendary castle. But Evangeline has no idea of the devastating price she’s paid for this fairytale. She doesn’t know what she has lost, and her husband is determined to make sure she never finds out, but first he must kill Jacks, the Prince of Hearts.

**Spice Road by Maiya Ibrahim**
Raised to protect her nation from the monsters lurking in the sands, seventeen-year-old Imani must fight to find her brother whose betrayal is now their greatest threat.

**Her Radiant Curse by Elizabeth Lim**
Channi was not born a monster. But when her own father offers her in sacrifice to the Demon Witch, she is cursed with a serpent’s face. Channi is the exact opposite of her beautiful sister, Vanna—the only person in the village who looks at Channi and doesn’t see a monster. When Vanna is to be married off in a vulgar contest that will enrich the coffers of the village leaders, only Channi can defend her sister against the crudest of the suitors.

**Queen Among the Dead by Lesley Livingston**
Neve is the youngest daughter of the king, and Ronan is a Druid’s apprentice-thief, making a living by selling stolen spells. They should be enemies, but their shared hatred of the Druids and a dark magic that has marked them both - makes them unlikely, if uneasy, allies. When the kingdom of Eire is threatened by a power struggle, Neve must seize the chance to take her rightful place on her family’s throne, with the help of Ronan and the realm’s most dangerous outcasts.

**What the River Knows by Isabel Ibañez**
Inez Olivera belongs to the glittering upper society of nineteenth century Buenos Aires, a town steeped in old world forgotten magic. When she receives word of her parents’ tragic deaths, Inez inherits their massive fortune and a mysterious archeologist guardian. Yearning for answers, Inez sails to Cairo, bringing her sketch pads and an ancient golden ring her father sent to her for safekeeping before he died.

**These Infinite Threads (This Woven Kingdom Book 2) by Tahereh Mafi**
With the heat of a kiss, the walls between Alizeh, the long-lost heir to an ancient Jinn kingdom, and Kamran, the crown prince of the Ardunian empire have crumbled. Kamran’s grandfather, the king of Ardunia, lays dead, the terrible secret of his deal with the devil exposed to the world. Mysterious royal Cyrus, has stolen Alizeh away to Tulan. Cyrus has also made a deal with the devil—one that would require Alizeh to betray her feelings for Kamran if she’s to reclaim the throne.